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Improving diagnostic accuracy in pediatric ultrasound
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Unique challenges in pediatric ultrasound

Kids are not small adults. Pediatric patients present unique challenges and require high-resolution imaging at high frames. Kids also need dedicated imaging tools to manage imaging needs across various depths and patient sizes.

1-6 year olds have the highest likelihood of requiring sedation for diagnostic imaging¹

10x
Pediatric patients might be as much as ten times more radiosensitive than adults²

Transport of fragile newborns can be complex and hazardous

Children need specialized equipment optimized for pediatrics

20.6% obesity prevalence in children 12-19 years old³

Ultrasound is often the first line of imaging for many indications due to the reduced radiation exposure, portability, temporal resolution, and the ability to provide a diagnosis without the need for additional imaging.
ACUSON Sequoia

A new standard in pediatric ultrasound

We designed the ACUSON Sequoia to combat the unique challenges of pediatric ultrasound. ACUSON Sequoia has dedicated pediatric transducers and measurement packages. It also scans faster and delivers more image quality than conventional ultrasound. ACUSON Sequoia delivers the highest levels of diagnostic accuracy in the premature neonate to the adult-sized teenager.
See More.
Addressing unwarranted variability

Increased patient movement, heart rates and respiratory rates are common when imaging children and make the acquisition of high-quality b-mode, color and Doppler images a challenge.

Built from the ground up with a new imaging architecture to address these challenges, ACUSON Sequoia enables powerful automation in each major mode to reduce ultrasound variability with no user interaction.

The ACUSON Sequoia system’s powerful architecture eliminates the need for conventional focal zones to create a fully focused image with faster frame rates than conventional systems for the occasional uncooperative little ones.4

Next generation hardware
Ability to store up to 6x more energy

InTune Transducer technology
2x deeper penetration

InTune Pulser
Transmit & Receive signals with 10x higher acoustic fidelity

InFocus Imaging Technology
3x more sensitivity
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Specialized transducers optimized for pediatrics

Pediatric imaging ranges from the premature neonate to the adult sized teenager. Therefore, the imaging of pediatric patients requires both small as well as conventional footprints with adjustable frequencies to adapt to various depths and patient needs.

The 11M3 single crystal micro-convex transducer delivers a small footprint with superb detail and temporal resolution to manage those tiny acoustic windows and isolette scanning often required in the neonatal exam.

ACUSON Sequoia transducers are optimized for pediatric imaging and specifically designed to produce optimal acoustics for each clinical use case to offer the best signal fidelity.

11M3 single crystal micro-convex transducer
An innovative solution for neonatal imaging

Download our flyer to learn more about the transducers available on the ACUSON Sequoia

Learn more
InFocus Imaging delivers image uniformity throughout the field of view with no user interaction as seen in this sagittal midline view of the neonatal brain using the 11M3 single crystal micro convex transducer.

Slow Flow uses smart filters and adaptive signal enhancement for imaging smaller, low-flow vessels further into tissue like this pediatric kidney with reduced flash artifact.

Versatile Linear Transducers optimized to perform a variety of pediatric clinical use cases as seen in this high resolution sagittal left kidney view using the 18L6 transducer.

Exquisite near field resolution demonstrated in this transverse view of the neonatal spine at the level of the kidneys using the 18L6 transducer.

AutoDoppler will automatically optimize relevant Doppler parameters immediately upon freeze for improved spectral analysis and workflow as seen in this transcranial Doppler view.

Trapezoid expands the field of view on linear transducers allowing increased versatility as seen using the 10L4 transducer in this pediatric abdomen demonstrating the liver, right adrenal gland and gallbladder.
Ultrasound’s advantages in pediatric imaging include the lack of ionizing radiation and the reduced need for sedation as ultrasound is a real-time imaging modality. Advanced applications such as contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) and elastography expand these advantages into additional use cases.

The ACUSON Sequoia was built from the ground up with dedicated hardware for exceptional performance in applications such as contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) and elastography.

With its industry leading performance, the ACUSON Sequoia system enables healthcare professionals to access the clinical information needed for personalized precision medicine from quantification and characterization of tissue to interventional procedures.
Virtual Touch Strain Elastography provides a simple and qualitative measure of lesion stiffness relative to the surrounding tissue in color and gray scale maps as demonstrated in this image of testicular torsion.

Virtual Touch pSWE raises the benchmark for shear wave accuracy when compared to conventional ultrasound, providing tissue stiffness quantification with increased confidence in the liver.

Virtual Touch 2D SWE displays qualitative and quantitative color maps to measure shear wave speed with precision and repeatability, like this example of the renal interface.

CEUS – Liver Imaging with the ACUSON Sequoia has twice the bubble longevity than previous systems for improved diagnostic confidence when evaluating focal liver lesions.

CEUS – Voiding Urosonography with the ACUSON Sequoia has twice the sensitivity than previous systems for improved diagnostic confidence in voiding urosonography exams.

Fusion imaging combines imaging modalities like this example of CT and ultrasound fusion for improved diagnostic confidence in the most complex procedures.
Do More.
An optimized user experience

The ACUSON Sequoia’s user interface design reduces complexity and allows new users to simply walk up and use the system.

Designed by the user, for the user
The variability inherent in the ultrasound scanning process can pose a challenge for users. In an effort to eliminate variability, Siemens Healthineers hosted 170 workshops with 365 ultrasound users worldwide to create an ultrasound system designed by users, for users.

3rd party validation of best in class usability
The ACUSON Sequoia earned a system usability score (SUS) of 86% and a preference score of 82%, according to a usability study conducted by Macadamian Technologies®.

See how the ACUSON Sequoia stacked up against similar systems
The transport of fragile newborns can be complex and hazardous. Therefore, bedside ultrasound in critical care areas is normal practice for many pediatric experts.

ACUSON Sequoia is a powerfully portable ultrasound system designed to improve the ergonomic experience anywhere in the hospital while delivering the highest level of ultrasound imaging and bedside efficiency.
At Siemens Healthineers, our purpose is to enable healthcare providers to increase value by empowering them on their journey toward expanding precision medicine, transforming care delivery, and improving patient experience, all enabled by digitalizing healthcare.

An estimated 5 million patients globally benefit every day from our innovative technologies and services in the areas of diagnostic and therapeutic imaging, laboratory diagnostics, and molecular medicine, as well as digital health and enterprise services.

We’re a leading medical technology company with over 120 years of experience and 18,500 patents globally. With about 50,000 dedicated colleagues in over 70 countries, we’ll continue to innovate and shape the future of healthcare.

On account of certain regional limitations of sales rights and service availability, we cannot guarantee that all products included in this brochure are available through the Siemens Healthineers sales organization worldwide. Availability and packaging may vary by country and is subject to change without prior notice. Some/All of the features and products described herein may not be available in the United States.

The information in this document contains general technical descriptions of specifications and options as well as standard and optional features, which do not always have to be present in individual cases.

Siemens Healthineers reserves the right to modify the design, packaging, specifications, and options described herein without prior notice. For the most current information, please contact your local sales representative from Siemens Healthineers.

Note: Any technical data contained in this document may vary within defined tolerances. Original images always lose a certain amount of detail when reproduced.

The products/features mentioned in this document may not be commercially available in all countries. Due to regulatory reasons their future availability cannot be guaranteed. Please contact your local Siemens Healthineers organization for further details. Standalone clinical images may have been cropped to better visualize pathology.

ACUSON Sequoia, BioAcoustic imaging technology, and InTune are trademarks of Siemens Medical Solutions, USA, Inc.
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